CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

After conducting this study, the researcher draws a conclusion about this study. Moreover, some suggestions are given to the reader.

5.1 Conclusion

After analyzing, the data in newspaper of the Gorontalo Post on March 2013 there are some conclusion presented:

Based on the three types of code mixing mostly occur in newspaper of the Gorontalo Post is insertion and the second rank is alternation. The congruent lexicalization types infrequently used in Gorontalo Post newspaper. Several words inserted the phenomenon of code mixing in word rank dominantly the words is “launching and import” mostly occur in newspaper of the Gorontalo Post. The frequently is about three times or the frequency is 5.17 percent. Come to the second rank that it is mostly used is has ten words with the frequently is about two times or the frequency is 3.44 percent. In addition, the other words have a frequently is about once or the frequency is 1.72 percent. Some phrases inserted Indonesian code mixing in phrase rank dominantly the English phrases “MoU (memorandum of understanding) mostly occur in newspaper of the Gorontalo Post. The frequently is about five times or the frequency is 22.72 percent. The second rank that it is mostly used “back-up” is about 2 times or the frequency is 9.09 percent and the last have 15 words with the frequently is about one time or the frequency is 4.54 percent.
The total of code mixing occur in newspaper of the Gorontalo Post consist 80 cases, those consist of 58 words and 22 phrases. The percentage of total code mixing is 72.5 percent of words and 27.5 percent of phrases.

5.2 Suggestion

This research expected to help the students or reader to understand the sociolinguistic study more deeply especially of code mixing in newspaper of The Gorontalo Post. Moreover, the reader or students can understand about the whole content of The Gorontalo Post. Additionally, the use of code mixing in newspaper especially in The Gorontalo Post must be controlled and appropriate grammatical sentences or languages, because it might give a big influence in the society. Sometimes, the use of words in foreign language and phrases or the used ungrammatical sentences that occur in newspaper of The Gorontalo Post, which are sentences or news by editors and journalists.

Furthermore, it is suggested to the reader especially teachers and students that read this thesis to give feedback to the researcher in order in the future will be better. It suggested that by analyzing the newspaper of The Gorontalo Post reader could get new information that they already did not know. Also suggested to next researcher to completing and improving my lack this thesis in order would be better to the future.